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ADAPT wedge is a locally designed and manufactured 

office benching system.

Given constantly the evolving way in which we work, 

there is a need for a system that goes beyond merely 

satisfying the core functional elements of benching, and 

provides for flexibility in relation to how people function 

in todays modern workplace.

It was under this very premise that adapt range was 

born.
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project team
The premise behind this configuration is to provide for maximum communication between individuals by mini-
mizing obstructions. It is assumed that this group would be highly mobile, and require little personal storage.
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call centre
Adapt can be easily configured to suite call centres, where space and storage requirements are minimal. Pedes-
tals are replaced with compact day filers, and screens that afford privacy.
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clerical role

For the clerical role the furniture would adapt. This is achieved by the addition of intermediate screens along 
the work-tops, swapping out the mobile pedestals, mobile filing units, and adding L-extensions and so increas-
ing work surface area to accommodate L- extension tops and increased privacy.
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120º desking

The 120 º desk configuration offers excellent ergonomic properties that allows the user to have a large surface 
area all within reach. This 120º footprint is available in multiples of 3 and this configuration is ideal for teams or 
groups where effective communication and interaction is required.
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manegerial role

What is shown here is a general manegerial, where requirtements would indicate a level of personal storage 
achieved by a range of freestanding storage options and furnishings, the freestanding desk, meeting table and 
variations of storage increase personalisation options. Storage units have plinths added for seamless and neat 
cable reticulation.
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meeting tables

Adapt meeting tables are essential for effective collaborative work and communication as well as for comfort-
able formal and informal meetings. A range of finishes allow for personalization and 900mm diameter and 1200 
mm diameter tops as standard make for comfortable 3 and 4 seaters.
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meeting tables

Adapt meeting tables are essential for effective collaborative work & communication as well as for comfortable 
formal and informal meetings. A range of finishes allow for personalization and lengths of tables which can seat 
up to 32 people.
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development

Adapt can be easily modified to suite a range of workplace scenarios or functions. The under structure
is essentially where this happens, by adding or removing frame components and then simply fixing the
worktops and other accessories. This way the footprint can also be extended.
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leg options
Adapt range offers users a number of leg options for the same frame. Whether in a side by side or benching 
cluster, users can easily change between all the legs seen below.

A-Frame Ellipse

RectaV-Frame 
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